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Abstract
At the LHC, the diboson states, W+W−, ZZ, W±Z, W±γ , and Zγ arise primarily through quark-
quark interactions and to a lesser extent from gluon-gluon fusion. Diboson production cross-sections
are determined in the Standard Model (SM) at tree level by t- and u-channel diagrams and by charged
triple-gauge-boson couplings in the s-channel. Possible anomalous triple gauge couplings, reflecting
non-SM physics, can increase diboson production. We report on the studies of expected ATLAS
measurements of diboson production cross-sections in the leptonic (electron and muon) decay chan-
nels of the W and Z bosons. Such potential measurements can probe anomalous triple gauge boson
couplings and are sensitive to physics beyond the SM.
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1 Introduction
This paper summarizes studies [1] of Standard Model (SM) dibosons WW , WZ, ZZ, Wγ and Zγ detec-
tion sensitivities in ATLAS with final states containing muons, electrons and photons, and associated
triple gauge boson couplings (TGC). Many models predict the anomalous couplings of the order of
10−3− 10−4 [2]. Anomalous couplings yield larger diboson cross-sections, particularly at high trans-
verse momentum, pT , of the bosons and high transverse mass, MT , of the dibosons. Experimental limits
on anomalous TGC’s are obtained by measuring deviations of these distributions from theoretical pre-
dictions. This study is based on an initial (early LHC running) ATLAS detector and trigger description.It
uses 30 million fully simulated events for a refined understanding of the backgrounds and employs a
Boosted Decision Tree algorithm [3] (BDT) for a significant enhancement of the detection sensitivity.
Tree-level Feynman diagrams for electroweak diboson production at hadron colliders are shown in
Figure 1. The s-channel diagram contains the vector-boson self-interaction vertices of interest. SM
















Figure 1: Tree level diagrams of diboson production in hadron colliders. In the SM, charged boson pairs
are produced in all diagrams, neutral pairs only in the t-channel and u-channel. The s-channel contains
the TGC vertex. Vi =W,Z or γ .
The most general effective Lagrangian, conserving C and P separately, for charged triple gauge boson
interactions is [7]:






where V refers to the neutral vector-bosons, Z or γ; Vµν ≡ ∂µVν − ∂νVµ (and similarly for W ) and the
overall coupling constants gWWV are given by gWWγ = −e, gWWZ = −e cotθW , with e the positive
electron charge and θW the weak mixing angle. In the SM gV1 = κV = 1 and λV = 0. Experimentally
we search for anomalous couplings: ∆gZ1 ≡ gZ1 − 1, ∆κγ ≡ κγ − 1, ∆κZ ≡ κZ − 1, λγ , and λZ.
Electromagnetic gauge invariance requires gγ1 = 1 or ∆g
γ





sˆ is the invariant mass of the vector-boson pair. This provides
complementary sensitivity to the charged anomalous TGC’s [8]. In the SM, neutral boson pairs, ZZ
and Zγ , are produced via the t- and u-channels. While the SM ZZZ and ZZγ TGC’s are zero at tree
level, anomalous couplings may contribute. For production of on-shell Z bosons pairs only (as in these
studies) the most general form of the effective Lagrangian respecting Lorentz and electromagnetic gauge
invariance yields neutral, C odd couplings [9], commonly referred to as f Vi (i= 4, 5). CP invariance and
parity conservation forbids f V4 , and f V5 respectively.
With non-SM coupling, diboson production amplitudes grow with energy, eventually violating tree-
level unitarity. This is avoided by scaling the anomalous parameters: ∆κ(sˆ) = ∆κ0(1+sˆ/Λ2)n , where ∆κ0 is
the coupling value in the low energy limit, n=2,3 for charged, neutral TGC respectively. Λ is the mass
scale where the new phenomenon responsible for the anomalous couplings would be directly observable.
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Table 1: Diboson signatures, cross-sections and event selections.
Process (l = e,µ) selection (leptons and photons are isolated, all E jetsT > 30GeV )
WW → l+ ν l− ν
σ totWW = 113 pb
2 opposite sign leptons with pT > 25 GeV, ∆R(ll) > 0.2, EmissT > 30 GeV,
|Mz−Mll|> 30 GeV, N jet < 2, Vector Sum(plepT , EmissT )< 100 GeV
WZ→ l± ν l+ l−
σ totW+Z = 29 pb
σ totW−Z = 18.4pb
2 opposite sign +1 lepton with pT > 25 GeV, ∆R(ll)> 0.2, vertex:∆Z(ll)< 1
mm, ∆A(ll)< 0.1 mm, EmissT > 30 GeV, |Mz−Mll|< 10 GeV, 40 < MT < 250
GeV, N jet < 2, Vector Sum(plepT , EmissT )< 100 GeV
ZZ→ l+ l− l+ l−
σ totZZ = 14.8 pb
2 pairs of opposite sign leptons with pT > 20 GeV, ∆R(ll) =
√
∆Φ2ll +∆η2ll >
0.2, N jet=0, all leptons same vertex
ZZ → l+ l− ν ν
σ totZZ = 14.8 pb
2 opposite sign leptons, EmissT , pT > 20 GeV, ∆R(ll) > 0.2, |Mz−Mll| < 10
GeV, EmissT > 50 GeV, veto 3rd lep, pT (ll)> 100 GeV, N jet=0, ∆Φ(Z,EmissT )>
350
Zγ → l+ l− γ
σ totZγ = 219 pb
2 opposite sign leptons, photon, pT and ET > 20 GeV, ∆R(ll) > 0.2,
∆R(l, photon)> 0.7, N jet=0, |Mz−Mll|< 10 GeV, |Mz−Mllγ |> 30 GeV
Wγ → l± ν γ
σ totWγ = 451 pb
1 lepton and photon pT > 20 GeV, EmissT > 30 GeV, 40 < MT < 250 GeV,
N jet=0, ∆R(l, photon)> 0.7
Table 2: Diboson detection efficiencies and statistical significance for 1 f b−1
Process Method Nsignal(S) Nbkg(B) Eff. Significance
WW → l+ν l−ν BDT 469±6 92±8 4.9% 23
cuts 231±4 223±21 2.4% 15
WZ → l±ν l+l− BDT 128±2 16±3 15.2% 18
cuts 53±2 8±1 6.3% 11.4
ZZ → l+l−l+l− cuts 17± .1 1.9± .2 7.7% 6.8
ZZ → l+l−νν cuts 10± .2 5±2 2.6% 3.2
Zγ → e+e−γ BDT 367±12 187±19 5.4% 20.3
Zγ → µ+µ−γ BDT 751±23 429±43 11% 27.8
Wγ → e±νγ BDT 1604±65 1180±120 5.7% > 30
Wγ → µ±νγ BDT 2166±88 1340±130 7.6% > 30
2 Event Generation and Analysis
Generation of W+W−, W±Z0, Z0Z0 final states and leptonic decays are modeled by the MC@NLO
(v3.1) [10] generator, interfaced to HERWIG/Jimmy (v6.5) [11] for NLO QCD matrix elements. WW
production via gluon-gluon fusion is done by gg2ww (v2.4) [12]. W±γ and the Z0γ production is from
PYTHIA (v6.4) [13] with leading order QCD matrix elements. Backgrounds from top pairs are simulated
by MC@NLO, and from QCD jets associated with the W s or Zs are produced by PYTHIA. All cross-
sections are normalized to NLO, using k-factors determined from the NLO generators. The diboson
processes, production cross-sections (σ(V → leptons)) and event selections are reported in Table 1.
Studies of diboson events were conducted with a straight-cut analysis based on selections in Table 1
and also using a multi-variate BDT algorithm [3]. In the latter, a cut on the BDT output discriminant
was chosen to minimize the cross-section measurement error. The expected signal and background for 1
fb−1 luminosity using one or the other method are reported in Table 2.
To determine sensitivity to anomalous TGC’s the BHO and BosoMC MC generators [8] [14] for ZZ,
WW , Zγ and for WZ, γ respectively are used to compute differential cross-sections over a grid of points
in the parameter space. Figure 2(a) shows cross-sections for SM and anomalous TGC’s. Rather than
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(a) Differential cross-sections with SM and
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(b) Cross-section ratio (anomalous to SM) vs
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Figure 2: Differential cross-Sections vs MT
Table 3: Charged TGC 95% CL limits, Λ = 2 TeV
Lumi. fb−1 λz ∆κZ ∆gZ1 ∆κγ λγ
WZ WW WZ WW Wγ
1 [-0.028,0.024] [-0.117,0.187] [-0.021,0.054] [-0.24,0.25] [-0.09,0.04]
10 [-0.015,0.013] [-0.035,0.072] [-0.011,0.034] [-0.088,0.089] [-0.05,0.02]
30 [-0.012,0.008] [-0.026,0.0048] [-0.005,0.023] [-0.056,0.054] [-0.02,0.01]
D0/CDF best [-0.13,0.14] [-0.82,1.27] [-0.88,0.96] [-0.2,0.2]
re-run fully simulated events with anomalous couplings, the ratios dσanom/dσSM (Figure 2(b)) are used
to re-weight the fully simulated SM events, after standard cuts. Theoretical reference distributions of
pT and MT in coupling parameter space are created. These variables are sensitive to anomalous TGC’s,
especially at high MT or pT as Figure 2(a) shows. To determine experimental sensitivity, pseudo-data
are extracted from the SM simulated data as mock observations corresponding to a specified luminosity.
Figure 3 shows an ’observed’ MT distribution of W+W− pairs for 1 and 30 fb−1. Comparison to a
theoretical reference distribution is done with a binned Maximum Log Likelihood (MLL) method. By
fitting the MLL to an anomalous TGC parameter, one dimensional 95% CL limits are obtained. Limits
on charged anomalous TGC’s for 1, 10 and 30 fb−1 are reported in Table 3 with Tevatron limits for
comparison. One dimensional limits for neutral anomalous TGC’s based on ZZ → llll and ZZ → llνν
are in Table 4 with LEP results for comparison. Charged and neutral TGC two dimensional expected
limits are available in [1].
Table 4: Neutral TGC 95% CL limits, Λ = 2 TeV
Luminosity fb−1 f Z4 f Z5 f γ4 f γ5
1 [-0.018,0.018] [-0.018,0.019] [-0.022,0.022] [-0.022,0.022]
10 [-0.009,0.009] [-0.009,0.009] [-0.01,0.01] [-0.011,0.01]
30 [-0.006,0.006] [-0.006,0.007] [-0.008,0.008] [-0.008,0.008]
LEP [-0.3,0.3] [-0.34,0.38] [-0.17,0.19] [-0.32,0.36]
4
(WW) / GeVTM
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Figure 3: W+W− transverse mass distributions at 1 fb−1 (a) and 30 fb−1 (b) integrated luminosity.
Pseudo-observations (data points) are shown with SM and anomalous coupling (AC) signals combined
with background. The last bins are overflow bins.
3 Conclusion
Vector boson self-couplings are a fundamental prediction of the non-Abelian SU(2)L ×U(1)Y gauge
symmetry theory, thus precise measurements of the couplings are a test of the SM and a probe for new
physics. A factor of 7 higher LHC collision energy over the Tevatron enables a higher reach in pT and
MT . Coupled with cross-sections 10× higher [1], the LHC diboson production rate will be ∼ 100 times
higher, allowing ATLAS sensitivities to anomalous TGC’s to be greatly improved over current limits.
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